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Emergency exits as bottlenecks in escape routes are important for designing traffic facilities. Particularly, the capacity estimation
is a crucial performance criterion for assessment of pedestrians’ safety in built environments. For this reason, several studies
were performed during the last decades which focus on the quantification of movement through corridors and bottlenecks.
These studies were usually conducted with populations of homogeneous characteristics to reduce influencing variables and for
reasons of practicability. Studies which consider heterogeneous characteristics in performance parameters are rarely available.
In response and to reduce this lack of data a series of well-controlled large-scale movement studies considering pedestrians
using different types of wheelchairs was carried out. As a result it is shown that the empirical relations 𝜌(V) and 𝐽𝑠 (𝜌) are
strongly affected by the presence of participants with visible disabilities (such as wheelchair users). We observed an adaption
of the overall movement speeds to the movement speeds of participants using a wheelchair, even for low densities and free
flow scenarios. Flow and movement speed are in a complex relation and do not depend on density only. In our studies, the
concept of specific flow fits for the nondisabled subpopulation but it is not valid for scenario considering wheelchair users in the
population.

1. Introduction
Experimental investigations of pedestrian movements and
dynamics have been widely improved during the last decades.
Many studies under laboratory or field conditions have been
performed to address movement characteristics, improve
tracking methods, or investigate behavioural insights [1]. In
particular fundamental diagrams are of strong interest to
assess the performance of a facility. Frequently fundamental diagrams have been determined for experiments under
laboratory conditions with a homogeneous (Homogeneous
means in this case a comparative characteristic in attributes,
e.g., similar range of age, soldiers, or students as participants,
well-abled participants. In contrast, heterogeneous means a
state of being diverse in skills and competencies relevant for
movement (e.g., movement with vision loss, impeded movement, and using a wheelchair in one group)) configuration of
the participating groups in terms of complexity of the type
of movement (e.g., single-file movement [2–11], bidirectional

movement [12–17], movement through corridors [5, 18–
22], considering bottleneck situations [5, 19, 20, 23–43], or
multidirectional movement [5, 13, 44–54]).
The findings of this research were recently collected
and comparatively prepared by extended reviews focussing
on different flow types and geometries [55], empirical data
collection with regard to complexity of movement [56], and
movement dynamics [57]. In addition Haghani et al. [58]
have compiled a detailed discussion on empirical methods on
crowd behaviour and motion. Even these controlled boundary conditions result in significant differences in scope, shape,
and characteristics [59]. It is debatable whether those data
are still representative in terms of transferability to diverse,
inhomogeneous, and more realistic populations. Given the
fact that the demographic transformation process is already
in progress ([60–63]) movement characteristics and functional relationships may be out of date [64]. To summarise,
social-demographics in western societies are changing as the
way of living and the kind of dwellings are. Particularly
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in the context of these developments and the associated
lack of data, it is necessary to improve the understanding of movement behaviour of heterogeneous pedestrian
groups.
Until now, only a few studies considered a more heterogeneous characterisation of participants. This challenge
is addressed by a review of Geoerg et al. [65] who discussed the influence of reduced mobility on characteristics of movement. Daamen et al. [25, 26] have performed
movement studies with bottleneck configuration considering
participants with disabilities. A significant decrease of the
bottleneck capacity for disabled participants is reported. The
influence of age (elderly or younger subpopulations) on
fundamental diagrams was investigated by [25, 26, 66–73].
A difference in characteristics of the fundamental diagrams
was observed and stop-and-go waves are more probably to
occur, if the population consists of a broader ageing range
[70]. Contrary to this, Kolshevnikov et al. found that general
characteristics of fundamental diagram considering elderly
participants are comparable to younger populations [67].
An overall reduction of movement speed and flow for the
elderly compared to younger adults in the studies under
the same density situation is reported. The impact of vision
loss, reduced visibility, or blindness in subpopulations was
analysed by [74–78]. A slightly higher tendency to walk in
groups or close to boundaries is reported by [76]. Furthermore, a reduction of flow rate and significantly more unstable
flow conditions were reported by [77]. The importance of
individual space requirements on flow and density was
investigated by [78, 79] (presence of wheelchair users) or [80]
(impact of luggage). An important influence by the presence
of wheelchair users on flow characteristics is reported which
is related to the required space of an individual. Additionally, research on several impacts like fatigue (decrease of
movement speed with longer walking distance [81]), stress
(higher urgency leads to a higher capacity [82]), or distraction
(higher stopping duration with background music [83]) was
published.
Concluding, little is known about the influence of heterogeneity on pedestrian movement characteristics which
calls into the question of transferability for existing data
to heterogeneous population settings. Therefore, this work
is developed to analyse a series of well-controlled movement studies with focus on characteristics of pedestrians’
movement and assessment of performance of a facility. The
structure is organised as follows: in Section 2 the setting
of the movement studies, the data extraction techniques,
and the used calculation methods are introduced. The data
analysis is subjected to Section 3. First, we present a comparison of unimpeded (unrestricted, free) movement speed
in different subpopulations (Section 3.1). Second, the impact
of the presence of wheelchair users in group movement is
presented. Particularly the effect on fundamental diagrams
(V(𝜌), 𝐽(𝜌) = 𝜌 ⋅ V) is focused on (Section 3.2). Afterwards, the analysis of individual time gaps (Section 3.3)
and the consequences on the specific flow (Section 3.4) are
analysed. The conclusion will be made in the last section
(Section 4).
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2. Methods
2.1. Study Setup. The movement studies were conducted
as a part of the interdisciplinary research project SiME
(SiME is an acronym for the German meaning of “safety
for all people” and is funded by the German Ministry of
Education and Research) on two days in an industrial hall
in Wermelskirchen-Dabringhausen (Germany) in June 2017.
Twelve studies with more than 145 single runs and overall
252 participants with populations composed of people with
and without disabilities were performed. In addition studies
without any people with disabilities have been conducted.
Non-disabled participants (NDP) were recruited by public call while participants with disabilities (PWD) were
recruited from a sheltered workshop. For defining the type
of disability and to consider and select participants with disabilities, we used the Score RNA-approach, which is a method
to weight potentially critical indicators for egress (for details
we refer to [84, 85]). The Score RNA considers disabilities in
reception (blindness, deafness), perception (cognition), and
realisation of movement (walking impairments, requirement
on assistance devices) and in addition a cross-section variable
(age) and evaluates the influence of the individual ability to
evacuate autonomously.
The consideration of an appropriate proportion of people
with disabilities in the overall population is oriented towards
the prevalence of disability (approximately 10 % in Germany
[86], 15 % for EU-27 [87], and 19 % for the US [88]). In
real scenarios pedestrians with disabilities do not occur in
homogeneous groups. Their appearance in real situations
is characterised by individual requirement on special aids,
equipment, personal help, or assistance in the given situations. In this study, we focus on the impact of presence
of wheelchair users as representatives of a heterogeneity
(persona (for details of applying a persona we kindly refer to
[89]) ), because the subpopulation deals with a variation in
individual space requirements and movement characteristics
(e.g., inertia, amplitude of swaying, and viewing height).
Wheelchair users are therefore a necessary simplification for
the design of persona “participants with disability.”
We differentiate the population of a study into two subpopulations: on the one hand the participants with disabilities
(disabled subpopulation) and on the other hand the participants without any disabilities (non-disabled subpopulation).
In accordance with the reported ratio of inhabitants with
disabilities, it has been tried to configure the populations in
a similar ratio. In addition, we did reference studies for all
geometrical settings with a reference population without any
disabilities. The mean age of the disabled participants was
47.57 ± 6.99, and the mean age of nondisabled participants
was 35.93 ± 16.26. The mean age of the reference population
was 32.07 ± 15.50. The heights of all participants range from
1.45 m to 2.04 m with a mean of 1.74 ± 0.1 m.
Participation was absolutely voluntary for everybody and
a cancellation of participation without any negative consequences was possible at any time. All participants have been
paid 25 € per half a day of participation. Only anonymous
data were used for the studies and the methodological design,
data storage process, and the access authorisation for data
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Figure 1: Sketch of the study setup. The width 𝑤 is varied between 0.9 and 1.2 m in steps of 0.1 m. Green rectangle: measurement area.

were approved by the ethics committee of the Bergische
Universität Wuppertal. No ethical concerns were mentioned.
The aim of the studies was to investigate the impact of
presence of wheelchair users on performance criteria for
movement in built environments under laboratory conditions. Following the classification of complex movements
by Shi et al. [56], we focused on investigations of internal driven movements in multilane pedestrian traffic. This
includes effects like self-slowing, grouping queuing and is
represented in corridors and egress situations (bottlenecks).
To control the possibility of overtaking (corridor) and the
density/queuing in front of the bottleneck (as a representative
for a limited flow), the passage width 𝑤 was varied from
𝑤 = (0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2) m. The minimum width for doors in
public accessible buildings in Germany is 0.9 m, which is
the reason to set the minimum width to a clear width of
0.9 m [90]. Expecting approximately 120 participants during
the studies, it was estimated that a steady state concerning
densities of approximately 3 m−2 will hardly be reached at
large widths. Thus, the width was increased in steps of 0.1 m
up to a maximum width of 1.20 m (which is in line with [37]).
The length of the bottleneck was constant (𝑙 = 2.4 m, see
Figure 1). The geometry was built from wooden three-layer
panels with a height of 2.0 m. A waiting zone of ≈ 30 m2 was
located at 𝑥 = [−18, −12] with an initial density of ≈ 3.0 m−2 .
The distance was meant to buffer starting conditions and
minimize effects of entering the geometry. Wheelchair users
were placed randomly over the entire space. The participants
were advised to move through the bottleneck without haste.
It was emphasized not to push and to walk with the preferred
movement speed. A run was started on instruction of the

experiment leader. When a participant leaves the geometry,
he or she returns to the waiting zone for the next run. In order
to avoid outliers, every run was repeated twice. Table 1 summarises the configuration and characteristics of the analysed
runs in this article. The characteristics were measured in a
measurement area of 4.0 m2 located four meters in front of
the bottleneck entrance (see Figures 2 and 4).
Every experimental design is characterized by research
pragmatic decisions, priorities, and a focus on complexity
reduction. The authors are aware that this results in limitations for transferability to real scenarios. In particular, such
narrow and long corridors are rarely found in real geometries.
The decision for the geometric boundary conditions was
made against the background of investigating the transition
from single-file movement to group movement (corridor).
On the other hand, bottlenecks are defined by their temporal
and/or local limitation. The influence of the output from the
bottleneck and the empirically observed capacity-increasing
effect of very short bottlenecks [32] should be excluded to
reduce complexity (bottleneck situation). In summary, the
geometric configuration does not represent a real situation
in a building. It focuses on creating the spatial boundary
conditions: preventing and later enabling lane formation
(corridor) and regulating the outflow given constant inflow
(bottleneck).
2.2. Data Extraction. The passageway through the study setting was captured by nine high-definition cameras attached
to the ceiling of the hall (height ≈ 6.34 m). Each participant
wore a coloured cap according to their individual body
height. We used the PeTrack-Framework to determine the
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Table 1: Controlled boundary conditions and characteristic of each run. Note that some participants have to rest after a run due to their
disability and that volunteers without tasks participated run-wise.

Bot whe

Bot ref

Cor whe

Cor ref

Run
Width
N (non-disabled)
N (disabled)
Run
Width
N (non-disabled)
N (disabled)
Run
Width
N (non-disabled)
N (disabled)
Run
Width
N (non-disabled)
N (disabled)

01
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03

0.9 m
81
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05

1.0 m
81

80
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07

1.1 m
80
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83
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07
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07
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67
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67
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1.2 m
69

–
01

02

03

0.9 m
85
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05

1.0 m
83

85

1.1 m
85

84

08
1.2 m

83

85

06

07

86

7
01

02

03

0.9 m
68

04

05

1.0 m
68

automatic extraction of positions at every time step (frame)
from the video recordings [91]. PeTrack detects the center
of the coloured cap and tracks the position in the next
time step. The transformation from pixel coordinates into
physical (world) coordinates was autocorrected by taking
the height according to the colour of the caps into account
[92]. We assume a coherent area of pixels in the middle
of the coloured caps as body centre of a participant, so
the resulting trajectories represent positions of the head
projected on the ground. All resulting trajectories were
checked and corrected manually. The trajectories are precise
with a maximum error of ≈ 0.092 m in the perspective of the
centred camera (for details of the error calculation we refer
to [92]). Figure 2 displays the trajectories corresponding to
the runs Bot whe 01, Bot ref 01, Cor whe 01, and Cor ref 01.
Participants with disabilities (in this case using a wheelchair)
are coloured in orange. For summarised configuration details
see Table 1.
2.3. Calculation of Characteristics. Calculation of characteristics is separated into different approaches: (a) values of a
fixed time interval (space-time-mean, according to [13]) to
calculate the fundamental diagram, (b) the flow 𝐽 through
the bottleneck at a fixed distance (time-mean, according to
method A in [22]), and (c) values based on the Voronoi
method (space-mean, according to [93]) to analyse the
instantaneous movement speed along a given trajectory.
Method (a). We used a method to calculate the characteristics
of the fundamental diagram which is able to provide mean
values for density and movement speed at the same space
and time. The mean density 𝜌(𝐴, Δ𝑡) is the individual share
of a participant 𝑖 at the total density in context of their
effective time [𝑡0 , 𝑡1 ] in the measurement surface 𝐴 during
the measurement interval Δ𝑡𝑖 (𝐴) and the length of the time
interval (see (1)). The density within the measurement area

69

1.1 m
69

70

08
1.2 m

69

68

69

–

is defined as the sum of the individual shares of the density
[13].
𝑛

𝑡𝑖 (𝐴) 1
⋅
𝐴
𝑖=1 Δ𝑡

𝜌 (𝐴, Δ𝑡) = ∑

(1)

The mean movement speed V(𝐴, Δ𝑡) is defined as the ratio
of the sum of all covered distances 𝑒𝑖 (Δ𝑡) during the sampling
interval [𝑡0 , 𝑡1 ] to the sum of the time spent Δ𝑡𝑖 (𝐴) on the
measurement area 𝐴 (see (2)).
V (𝐴, Δ𝑡) =

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑒𝑖 (Δ𝑡)
∑𝑛𝑖=1 Δ𝑡 (𝐴)

(2)

Method (b). The flow rate 𝐽 based on the time gaps of the
participants is similar to the number of participants crossing
the fixed location at 𝑥 = 0 [57]. Therefore, the time gaps Δ𝑡𝑖 =
𝑡𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑖 are calculated between the consecutive participants 𝑖
and 𝑖+1. The sum of the individual time gaps is directly related
to the flow (see (3) and (4)).
𝐽=
=

1
Δ𝑡𝑖

with Δ𝑡𝑖 =
𝑁

1 𝑁
∑ (𝑡 − 𝑡 )
𝑁 𝑖=1 𝑖+1 𝑖

(3)

(4)

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 (𝑡𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑖 )

The specific flow 𝐽𝑠 giving the flow per unit width is
defined as the normalised flow 𝐽 related to the width (see (5)).
𝐽𝑠 =

𝐽
𝑤

(5)

Method (c). The Voronoi tessellation assigns an individual
required space 𝐴 𝑖 (𝑡) to each person (called Voronoi cell)
which includes all coordinates of the Euclidean plane closer to
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Figure 2: Individual trajectories of movement through a bottleneck and a corridor with a width of 0.9 m considering participants using a
wheelchair (left) and without participants with disabilities (right). Participants using a wheelchair are coloured in orange. Black rectangles
represent the measurement surface (coordinates are given in the legend).
Table 2: Unimpeded movement speeds in ms−1 for different subpopulations. For a comprehensive description of the characteristics we kindly
refer to [84]. Data is presented in the following format: mean [standard deviation, minimum - maximum].
Study
Elderlya
Cognitionb
Wheelchairc
Walkc
Mixedd
Heteroe
Reference

V0 (PWD) /ms−1
1.30 [0.20, 1.08 - 1.58]
1.20 [0.09, 1.04 - 1.31]
0.96 [0.35, 0.45 - 1.41]
1.28 [0.12, 1.07 - 1.41]
0.71 [0.26, 0.41 - 1.15]
1.33 [0.29, 0.29 - 1.65]

N (PWD)
4
9
7
5
5
12

N (NDP)
81
88
77
70
74
71
68

V0 (NDP) /ms−1
1.42 [0.14, 1.02 - 1.75]
1.47 [0.14, 1.09 - 1.81]
1.45 [0.17, 0.63 - 1.82]
1.44 [0.17, 0.88 - 2.08]
1.43 [0.20, 0.39 - 1.87]
1.47 [0.18, 0.65 - 1.89]
1.47 [0.17, 1.08 - 1.86]

a

Participants with an age ≥ 60 years without any other disability.
Participants with a cognition impairment (MELBA SL Score ≤ 0.5. MELBA-SL is a profile to assess the work participation of people with impairments in
Germany (see [96], available only in German; for an English summary, see [97]). MELBA-SL measures and classifies 29 different characteristics to evaluate the
work ability of impaired persons. The MELBA-approach evaluates individual abilities with regard to requirements to a concrete work. Attributes are rated in
MELBA are for instance attention, resolving problems, degree of empowerment, carefulness, reading, writing and so on.
c
Participants with marking in the severely handicapped pass.
d
Mixed participants with different single disabilities.
e
Mixed participants with different multiple disabilities.
b

the participant 𝑖 than to the neighbours ([8, 93, 94]). Density
inside a Voronoi cell of a participant is equal to the reciprocal
of its area (𝜌𝑥,𝑦,𝑡 (𝑖) = 1/𝐴 𝑖 ). The Voronoi density and velocity
for the measurement area are then defined as
𝜌V (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡, Δ𝑥, Δ𝑦) =

∫ ∫ 𝜌 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦
Δ𝑥 ⋅ Δ𝑦

(6)
with Δ𝑦 = 𝑤

VV (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡, Δ𝑥, Δ𝑦) =

∫ ∫ V (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦
Δ𝑥 ⋅ Δ𝑦

(7)
with Δ𝑦 = 𝑤

3. Analysis and Results
3.1. Unimpeded Movement Speed. The unimpeded (free)
movement speed V0 for each participant was measured before
starting the studies (Table 2). The participants were ask to
move alone through the bottleneck setting with a width of
𝑤 = 0.9 m. The movement start of each individual was
controlled and we considered a distance of ≈ 5 s between each
start. This leads to an interpersonal distance of ≈ 6 m, if we
suppose a free movement speed of ≈ 1.2 ms−1 .
Overall, the observed unimpeded movement speeds of
nondisabled participants are comparable with literature findings (see [1]), which indicates a working experimental setting.
On the other hand, unimpeded movement speeds of the
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the fundamental diagram V(𝜌) and 𝐽𝑠 (𝜌) (visualisation according to [95]).

participants with disabilities depend strongly on individual
characteristics such as the kind of movement ability which
leads to high standard deviations. For this reason, it is difficult
to derive general statements about movement characterisation [84]. Due to the small sample size for the disabled
participants, the results represent in particular the relation of
the individuals in this study and the results should be verified
in further experiments.
3.2. Influence on the Fundamental Diagram. In general, a
fundamental diagram describes the relation between density and movement speed or density and flow. It indicates
the importance for calculation methods for dimensioning
pedestrian facilities [57]. Quantities for characterisation of
the fundamental diagrams are the capacity 𝐽𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 , the density
𝜌𝑐 where 𝐽𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is reached, and 𝜌0 where the overcrowding
results in impossibility of movement [39]. A fundamental
diagram consists of three branches [95] (see Figure 3):
(i) a free-flow branch at low density, where the flow
increases with density and the movement speeds are
similar to the desired (unimpeded) movement speeds
(ii) a branch where interactions between pedestrians
occur with needs for changes of velocity and directions but still a stable flow
(iii) a congested branch at higher densities where the flow
decreases with increasing density due to the distance
to neighbours and which in consequence leads to the
formation of jams
The obtained trajectory data enable analysing the movement through the geometries in relation of space and time.
Figure 4 shows the movement of each participant through the
bottleneck with different widths. Sequences of the trajectories
with a slow instantaneous movement speed (≤ 0.1 ms−1
as calculated by method (c), described in Section 2.3) are
coloured in red. Data for the subpopulation with wheelchair
users (left) and the reference population (right) are shown.
It can be seen that the movement through the bottleneck
for the reference population is uniform and homogeneous
for all widths. All participants overcame the same distances
by a similar time and without overtaking and clogging
effects. The overall passage time decreases with increasing

bottleneck width (from top to down). In contrast, the data
for a population with wheelchair users are presented on the
left side in Figure 4. Significant changes of uniformity in
movement were observed in front of the bottleneck. Waiting
phases (lower increase of the trajectory in y-direction) and
overtaking situations (crossing of trajectories) result in an
inhomogeneous movement characteristic (situational change
of instantaneous movement speed). This phenomenon is
called shockwave and it is well known from incidents or
bottlenecks on road traffic and pedestrian dynamics [98, 99].
Shockwaves occur in case of transition between two traffic
states (e.g., free flow to congested) [100]. The individual
(Voronoi) movement speed is depending on time and xposition and is presented in two colours in Figure 4:
colour = 𝑟𝑒𝑑,
colour = 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑦,

if VV ≤ 0.1 ms−1
otherwise

(8)
(9)

They occur more likely in case of presence of wheelchair users
and propagate with certain speed upwards the flow (V𝑗𝑎𝑚 ) and
clearly related to the entrance of the person with disability at
the bottleneck.
We focus on the fundamental diagrams to analyse the
characteristics of movement depending on population characteristics (Figures 6 and 7). The presented fundamental
diagrams show the mean values and the standard deviations
over all runs (and different widths). The relation between
movement speed and density and flow and density is based
on time-space-mean calculations (method (a), described in
Section 2.3) introduced by Eddie [101] and generalised by
[13]. A time interval of Δ𝑡 = 2 s (which is corresponding to
50 frames) was used to calculate the moving averages of the
characteristics.
To determine the fundamental diagram only data from
stable conditions are used (see the grey coloured area in
Figure 5). This is particularly important since pedestrian
dynamics experiments usually have significantly shorter running times due to limited personnel and financial factors
which is unlike in field studies of vehicle traffic. While in
field studies of car traffic periods of three to five minutes are
not uncommon for the determination of moving averages
[102], pedestrian experiments are often shorter than two
minutes due to limited resources. Thus, a significant part of
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Figure 4: Time-space plots of movement through a bottleneck with different widths considering participants using a wheelchair (left) and
without participants with disabilities (right). Black rectangle: measurement surface in space and time (steady states). The threshold for
visualisation was defined by 0.1 ms−1 .

the time period depends on (random distributed) start and
end conditions. Since a central objective of the investigation
was the analysis of the influence of heterogeneous movement
properties on the stability of the values of interest, an automatic detection, as, for example, the Cumulative Sum Control

Chart algorithm [31], did not lead to the consideration of the
desired time periods. For this reason steady states are defined
by the relative stable condition of the time development [30].
In this work, the steady state conditions were detected and
manually selected by analysing the time series for movement
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Figure 5: Time series of 𝜌(𝑡), V(𝑡), and 𝐽(𝑡) for a bottleneck with a subpopulation of wheelchair users (left) and a reference population (right)
in a width of 0.9 m and calculated by method (a). The manually detected steady state is coloured in light grey. The entrance of participants in
wheelchairs into the measurement surface is emphasised by the vertical lines.

speed, density, and flow (in accordance with the work by
[10, 13, 30, 52, 94, 103]).
In result the shape of the measurement surface depends
on space and time. In constant space-dimension we took
the measurement in a rectangular area in a distance of 4 m
to the bottleneck entrance (Figures 1 and 2). In variable
time-dimension, the spread of the measurement surface was
adapted by the steady state definition (see black rectangles in
Figure 4).
The steady state for the configuration with wheelchair
users takes the significant fluctuations and multiple local
maxima in density and flow (caused by the inhomogeneous
movement in space and time) into account. For the bottleneck
configuration the density increases within 25 s from initial
density up to a local maximum for bottleneck and remains
steady (but fluctuating) for ≈ 40 s (Figure 5(a)). In consequence, the process of obtaining the fundamental diagram is
in balances between considering the data of disabled participants (fluctuating data) and the need for stable conditions
(steady states). In contrast, characteristics for the reference
run without any wheelchair users (Figure 5(b)) are marked
by a strong increase of density to a plateau of 2.8 m−2 which
is only steady for ≈ 10 s.
Because of the limited number of participants, a polite
and considerate behaviour, and the motivation of the participants, we only observed mean density values between
1.0 m−2 and 3.0 m−2 . As a consequence, we did not reach the
congested state of the fundamental diagrams in our studies
(see Figure 3). The maximum density of ≈ 3 m−2 without
participants in wheelchairs and ≈ 3.8 m−2 in the bottleneck
studies was observed (Figure 6). Also the maximum density
for the corridor studies differs for the presence of wheelchair
users: if wheelchair users attend, the maximum density 𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑥
is ≈ 3 m−2 . In the reference studies without presence of

wheelchair users, we observed maximum densities of 𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≈
2.3 m−2 . Due to the lower movement ability, flexibility,
and higher requirement in (static) space, participants in
wheelchairs reside more likely in lower density regions than
the participants without disabilities.
It is noticeable that the observed mean movement
speed is remarkably slow and—in case of the bottleneck
situation—independent of the density (Figure 6). This is in
contrast to the expected behaviour and to data from previous
studies with homogeneous populations (e.g., [2, 37, 57])
and the classic understanding of the fundamental diagram.
However, movement speed in the corridor shows a slight
dependency on the density for both population settings
(Figure 7). The variation in observed movement speeds is
much higher in case of presence of wheelchair users.
A dependency of the (hydrodynamic) flow on density
was observed for both geometries and is independent of
the population configuration. In both presented studies, the
capacity 𝐽𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 was presented where 𝜌𝑐 was not fully reached.
In case of the bottleneck geometry, the flow slightly increases
with the density but reaches a plateau of ≈ 1.1 m−1 s−1 in case of
presence of wheelchair users. A monotonically increased flow
without reaching the capacity limit (𝐽𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥) was observed for
the reference population. The flow increases monotonously
with the density in the corridor studies and reaches the
capacity where the flow will turn into congested state (and
decrease) at 𝜌 ≈ 2.5 m−2 in case of the participation of
wheelchair users or 𝜌 ≈ 2.0 m−2 otherwise. This is because of
the low density region of the studies and because of an anticipation of movement speed to the slower wheelchair users
(compare similar colours which represent the instantaneous
movement speed of each attendee in Figure 4). Because of
the latter and due to width of maximum 1.2 m overtaking of
wheelchair users was not possible which has as consequence
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Figure 6: Fundamental diagrams for bottleneck studies. The mean values are presented as scattered bins in density intervals of 0.1 m−2 and as
mean values with standard deviation in a continuously coloured area over all runs. The point cloud coloured in grey consists of continuous
data gathered from all runs. Top: fundamental diagram V(𝜌) for different widths. Bottom: fundamental diagram 𝐽𝑠 (𝜌) = 𝜌 ⋅ V for different
widths and the grey dotted nomogram lines for associated movement speeds V. Left: population consists of ≈ 10 % wheelchair users, right:
population without wheelchair users.

that the movement speed of the slower ones determines the
movement speed of the following people.
3.3. Individual Time Gap. The individual time gap for the
passage of a line between a participant and the person
moving ahead of him (preceding person) is analysed to
quantify the individual distance headway. The headway of a
pedestrian is used to maintain the distance of an individual to
a predecessor because of additional space to adopt movement
speed, avoid collisions, or take a step [104]. Therefore, time
gaps are an important parameter to describe the movement
of a crowd and it is the basis to quantify the specific flow (see
Section 3.4).
The mean time gaps for the disabled and nondisabled
subpopulations and the reference population in the bottleneck and a corridor situation of different widths are presented
in Table 3. A noticeable difference between the time gaps
of the disabled and the nondisabled subpopulations in both

geometrical settings is remarkable. Because of the spatial
boundary, wheelchair users tend to be slower and increase
the distance to the predecessors over time. This leads to
higher time gaps between the passage of a participant without
disabilities and a wheelchair user (see the orange scatter in
Figure 8(a)). Whilst the time gap for participants without
disabilities depends on the width (for both geometries)
and decreases with increasing width, the time gap of the
participants in wheelchairs is constant. In our studies, the
width was expanded in steps of 0.1 m. Assuming that a
wheelchair user has a minimum width of 0.8 m, the additional
cross-section has no effect for a faster movement (through the
corridor).
In case of a bottleneck situation, an increased interaction
and communication between participants in wheelchairs and
nondisabled participants was noticed. Even if a wheelchair
user reaches the entrance to the bottleneck, their neighbours
anticipate individual movement speed and stop passing. They
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interact and solve priority of movement by communication.
Social norms, individual behaviour, and degrees of freedom
in movement and the influence of technical assistance devices
and accompanying persons may affect the passageway [105].
As a result, the time between passage of a wheelchair user and
his predecessors increases.
3.4. Validity of Specific Flow Concept. One of the most
important questions while assessing the performance of a
facility is to quantify the capacity of a bottleneck and how
the capacity increases with the width [106]. According to a
common approach (method (b)) the flow here is obtained for
a cumulative number of passed participants over a passage
line where the time gaps were measured. The flow rate is
then the derivative in time of the cumulative flow [57, p.
4] and the specific flow is the flow per unit width. The
specific flow for the subpopulations wheelchair users and
nondisabled participants for the bottleneck and the corridor

settings is presented in Figures 9 and 10. We found high
flows for studies without a disabled subpopulation which is
in accordance with previous finding (e.g., [26]). As indicated
by the strong difference in time gap analysis, the specific flow
of the subpopulation in wheelchairs is much less than the
specific flow of the nondisabled participants (Figures 9(a) and
10(a)).
It is generally assumed that the specific flow is a linear
(e.g., [29, 37, 38]) or a stepping function (e.g., [28]) of
the width. This behaviour was reproduced in the presented
studies with the reference population but not in the case of
a subpopulation using a wheelchair (compare the difference
between the left and the right in Figures 9 and 10). The presence of wheelchair users has a noticeable impact: the specific
flow (green dots) for the cumulative population (wheelchair
users and participants without disabilities) is nearly constant
in both geometries. Due to the high space requirements of
wheelchair users the extended space for additional widths of
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Table 3: Individual passage time gap (mean + standard deviation) in s−1 for disabled and non-disabled participants in heterogeneous and
homogeneous crowds.
Run
Bot whe
Bot whe
Bot whe
Bot whe
Bot ref
Bot ref
Bot ref
Bot ref
Cor whe
Cor whe
Cor whe
Cor whe
Cor ref
Cor ref
Cor ref
Cor ref

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

width / m
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.2
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.2
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.2
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.2

0.1 m to 0.3 m is only usable for agile, flexible participants
without disabilities. This leads to no remarkable change in
flow when wheelchair users are attending.

4. Conclusions and Outlook
A series of well-controlled studies on movement through
a bottleneck and a corridor was performed. We compared
the influence of different populations (with and without
wheelchair users) on movement characteristics. Individual
trajectories of ≈ 80 participants per run were used for calculation; ≈ 10 % of the heterogeneous crowds were participants in
wheelchairs. The width of both geometries has been varied to
archive different densities and to investigate the possibilities
of overtaking actions.

disabled population
2.51 ± 0.88
2.83 ± 1.00
2.69 ± 1.08
2.38 ± 1.08
2.45 ± 0.88
2.75 ± 0.73
1.39 ± 0.80
2.23 ± 0.45
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
5.21 ± 6.87
3.03 ± 2.26
4.47 ± 5.24
3.76 ± 2.67
3.27 ± 3.24
3.00 ± 3.26
3.51 ± 4.21
3.10 ± 2.54
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Time gap Δ𝑡𝑖 /s−1
non-disabled population
0.93 ± 0.44
0.97 ± 0.54
0.84 ± 0.51
0.74± 0.40
0.74 ± 0.45
0.68 ± 0.36
0.77 ± 0.68
0.62 ± 0.36
0.77 ± 0.31
0.76 ± 0.34
0.69 ± 0.34
0.67 ± 0.39
0.61 ± 0.40
0.62 ± 0.31
0.56 ± 0.40
0.54 ± 0.37
1.07 ± 0.46
0.99 ± 0.49
0.91 ± 0.51
0.87 ± 0.40
0.79 ± 0.42
0.79 ± 0.41
0.77 ± 0.40
0.76 ± 0.47
0.95 ± 0.38
0.87 ± 0.33
0.75 ± 0.31
0.72 ± 0.31
0.72 ± 0.43
0.69 ± 0.39
0.63 ± 0.36
0.59 ± 0.29

Unimpeded movement speed of all participants was measured and analysed with respect to the individual abilities.
Expected unimpeded movement speeds (1.47 ± 0.17 ms−1 )
were observed with the nondisabled reference population
which is consistent with the literature [65]. Even slower
unimpeded movement speeds were observed for the disabled
populations, especially for the wheelchair users (0.96 ±
0.35 ms−1 ) and the mixed population (0.71 ± 0.26 ms−1 ).
Further on, the speed-density and flow-density relation
(fundamental diagram) was studied. It was found that the
basic shape of the flow-density relation is similar to previous
research, but the shape of the speed-density relation is different in case of the bottleneck configuration. Because of a polite
and considerate (social) behaviour, participants anticipate
their movement speed to the slower wheelchair users and
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Figure 8: Comparison of passage time gaps for bottleneck studies (width 𝑤 = 0.9 m) considering different subpopulations.

renounced overtaking actions. This results in density regions
of the fundamental diagram of 3.0 m−2 where the maximum
flow is not reached.
It is found that the participants using wheelchairs keep
larger distances to their predecessors, which is caused by
the slower movement speeds in corridors and as a consequence of communication process in front of the bottleneck.
Furthermore, additional space in case of larger widths has
no effects on the time gaps of wheelchair users because the
additional space is to leak for overtaking or passing the line
simultaneously.
As a consequence, the specific flow concept is only
approved for the reference study without disabled participants. Because of significantly lower specific flow for disabled
subpopulations, the cumulative specific flow of heterogeneous group is constant and depend not on the width. It is
worth mentioning that the number of data for the wheelchair
users is limited and that usage of larger steps of additional
widths (e.g., a multiple of a wheelchair width) may have an
impact on the flow.
As a first step, the presented results may be used to
improve the capacity calculations for different configurations
of populations in design and planning process of facilities.
Further research, especially on the comparison between
different process in movement and different ratios of populations, is required.
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this research article.
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Supplementary Materials
This section contains supplementary data for the fundamental diagrams V(𝜌) and 𝐽𝑠 (𝜌) = 𝜌⋅V presented in Figures 6 and 7.
Here the results are presented for all runs in different widths
(𝑤 = (0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2) m) considering a population with 10%
of wheelchair users in comparison to a population without
participation of disabled pedestrians in a bottleneck (Figure
S1) and a corridor (Figure S2). The runs are represented in
different colours. According to the specific features in the
boundaries, the results of the individual runs are similar and
not influenced by the width of the bottleneck or corridor.
(Supplementary Materials)
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